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Description: Made from a combination of durable SBR and reclaimed rubber materials, 

this rubber mat is a cost-effective and aesthetically pleasing solution for 
protecting your fuel sumps from physical harm, rain, and other 
contaminants. The mat features a diamond-plate style surface that helps 
provide more traction for any foot traffic going over the surface. The edge of 
this circular mat is beveled for added safety.  

Material: Styrene Butadiene Rubber (SBR), Reclaimed Rubber 
Color: Black 
Weight: 26 lbs 
Thickness: 9mm 
Size: 4ft. in Diameter 
Applications: Fuel Sumps, Outdoor Areas, Anti-Slip, Equipment Protection, Floor 

Protection 
Why Fuel Sumps? Fuel sumps are an important part of the day-to-day operations of gas 

stations. Sumps are the access point where fueling trucks refill underground 
fuel storage tanks. In rainy conditions, water can flood the sump and start 
causing fuel leakage. It is costly and time consuming for the operators of the 
gas station to pump the water out. Placing this mat over the sump will 
prevent rain and other contaminants from getting inside the fuel storage 
tanks. The durability of the mat will also protect the top cover of the sump 
from physical harm such as vehicles driving over them. 

Eco-Friendly Rubber: This mat is an ecologically conscious product made from reclaimed rubber 
materials. 

Traction: The top part of the mat features a surface texture composed of a diamond-
plate pattern. These protrusions are slightly raised from the surface, allowing 
for better grip and traction in case individuals have to step or walk over the 
mats surface. 

Cleaning: This mat is a low maintenance product that is very easy to clean. For best 
results, simply use a wet cloth or mop along with simple commercial 
cleaning soap. Please do not use caustic cleaning agents such as bleach. 

Availability: In Stock. 
California Prop 65:  WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - 

www.P65Warnings.ca.gov. 
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